
Many Much

Name: Date: __/__/20__

_______ other facts are, as it seems to me, explicable on this theory.1. Many

I was very busy in other matters, and had not _______ time to attend to it.2. much

Addison had been, during _______ years, before the public.3. many

We see the same fact in the difference between hounds bred for hunting in
different districts, and in _______ other such cases.
4.

many

With the varieties of _______ plants, the adaptation to climate is often very
close.
5. many

From the beginning _______ attention has been paid to the education of
the young.
6. much

We will leave him, he can't do _______ harm here.7. much

I had not _______ money to buy things, but I wanted to look.8. much

The great trouble was not that any boy minded paying five or ten pins to
come in, but that so _______ fellows wanted to belong there were hardly any
left to form an audience.

9.
many

Since, however, we have spent some time in reflecting upon this
important matter, we would observe that there are _______ methods of
choosing more or less successfully, even though the choice be promptly
made.

10.
many

He seemed little more than a lad of twenty summers, hardly older, if older
indeed at all, than his sister had been when they had parted so _______
years ago.

11.
many

The father, the son, the grandson, are so _______ distinct generations.12. many

The woman of the world obeyed the laws of the world; she sacrificed love
to their demands just as _______ women sacrifice it to religion or to duty.
13.

many
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In _______ women, who come to me, I see how their hearts cling to the
children of men who have abandoned them, and we women are all alike, in
most things.

14. many

Incidentally, the city would save the expense of _______ meals.15. many

It is said that this change was at first the occasion of _______ grief to him.16. much

The persistence of evil is the thought behind _______ ancient religions.17. many

In England _______ persons have a singular love for the relics of thieves
and murderers, or other great criminals.
18. many

The body is a house of _______ windows: there we all sit, showing
ourselves and crying on the passers-by to come and love us.
19. many

_______ children grow up mentally or physically defective.20. Many
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